Die Antwoord is a South African hip hop group formed in Cape Town in 2008. The group is composed of rappers Ninja and Yolandi Visser, a male/female duo, and producer (formerly DJ Hi-Tek). Their image revolves around the South African counterculture movement known as zef and has incorporated work by other artists associated with the movement, such as photographer Roger Ballen. Their unique style is exemplified by their music videos and involves the alternating interplay between Yolandi's high-pitched Die Antwoord.

Take a trip to the zef side of Cape Town to meet the interweb rap rave stars in their first major interview. Tim Noakes. Blocked Unblock. Follow Following. Nov 8, 2014. Today, their 56th day since becoming celebrities, Die Antwoord rappers Ninja and Yo-Landi Vi$$er have come to Golden Acre, a run down shopping centre in Cape Town, to talk about world domination over a Wimpy milkshake. Sliding into the booth, Ninja, a lanky...
man with the kind of flat-top that hasn't been rocked by a white rapper since Vanilla Ice's heyday, flashes a smile punctuated by gold caps. "It's like an acid trip that just won't end," he says soon after arriving wearing a, er, Vanilla Ice t-shirt and the infamous Dark Side of the Moon boxer shorts he sexually assaulted in the "Zef Side" clip.